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An optical microscope is described that reveals contrast in the Mueller matrix images of a thin,
transparent or semi-transparent specimen located within an anisotropic object plane (anisotropic
filter). The specimen changes the anisotropy of the filter and thereby produces contrast within the
Mueller matrix images. Here we use an anisotropic filter composed of a semi-transparent, nanos-
tructured thin film with sub-wavelength thickness placed within the object plane. The sample is
illuminated as in common optical microscopy but the light is modulated in its polarization using
combinations of linear polarizers and phase plate (compensator) to control and analyze the state of
polarization. Direct generalized ellipsometry data analysis approaches permit extraction of funda-
mental Mueller matrix object plane images dispensing with the need of Fourier expansion methods.
Generalized ellipsometry model approaches are used for quantitative image analyses. These im-
ages are obtained from sets of multiple images obtained under various polarizer, analyzer, and
compensator settings. Up to 16 independent Mueller matrix images can be obtained, while our
current setup is limited to 11 images normalized by the unpolarized intensity. We demonstrate
the anisotropic contrast optical microscope by measuring lithographically defined micro-patterned
anisotropic filters, and we quantify the adsorption of an organic self-assembled monolayer film onto
the anisotropic filter. Comparison with an isotropic glass slide demonstrates the image enhance-
ment obtained by our method over microscopy without use of an anisotropic filter. In our current
instrument we estimate the limit of detection for organic volumetric mass within the object plane
of ≈ 49 fg within ≈ 7×7 µm2 object surface area. Compared to a quartz crystal microbalance
with dissipation instrumentation, where contemporary limits require a total load of ≈ 500 pg for
detection, the instrumentation demonstrated here improves sensitivity to a total mass required for
detection by 4 orders of magnitude. We detail design and operation principles of the anisotropic
contrast optical microscope, and we present further applications to detection of nanoparticles, to
novel approaches for imaging chromatography, and to new contrast modalities for observations on
living cells.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
Visible light optical microscopy methods are used to
obtain magnified images of small samples. Advanced
instruments include improved scanning (e.g., confocal
microscopes) and detection (e.g., charge-coupled detec-
tor arrays) modes. Modulation-contrast enhancements
such as polarization (petrographic) and phase contrast
(Zernike) methods provide a fundamentally different
source of contrast for specimens that are often entirely
transparent for standard bright-field microscopy. In
phase contrast microscopy phase shifts of light passing
through a transparent specimen are converted to bright-
ness changes in the image.1 The contrast enhancement
is obtained by emphasizing the phase changes against
the phase of the isotropic background. In Nomarski in-
terference contrast microscopy (NIC), also known as dif-
ferential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy a polar-
ized light source is separated into two orthogonally po-
larized, mutually coherent parts.2,3 The two polarized
components interact with the sample under a shear an-
gle, and recombine before observation. The information
contained within the two-beam interference is sensitive
to polarization rotation caused by birefringence or opti-
cal activity within the specimen. The contrast enhance-
ment is obtained by emphasizing the polarization rota-
tion against the polarization properties of the isotropic
background but the specimen must possess anisotropy.
In Hoffman-Gross modulation contrast enhancement the
modulator, a spatial intensity filter, is placed within the
Fourier plane conjugate with a slit aperture. The image
plane emphasizes phase gradients within the specimens
and produces intensity variations proportional to the first
derivative of the optical density within the object.4
In this work, we present a form of microscopy where
the specimen is placed within an anisotropic object plane
(anisotropic filter), thereby introducing the anisotropy
contrast. We refer to this method as Anisotropic Con-
2trast Optical Microscopy (ACOM). The specimen can
be isotropic and/or anisotropic. The anisotropic fil-
ter can be composed of a transparent or highly reflec-
tive anisotropic thin film that is placed within the ob-
ject plane. The contrast enhancement occurs within
the images of the Mueller matrix5–7 elements of the ob-
ject plane. The Mueller matrix element images are ob-
tained by principles similar to conventional Mueller ma-
trix imaging instrumentation.8 However, to increase ac-
curacy the often exploited Fourier analysis algorithms9
are dispensed with in our ACOM instrumentation, and
the Mueller matrix elements are obtained from a direct
analysis of detected intensity data. Because the intrinsic
contrast information in ACOM originates from a varia-
tion of the anisotropy in the object plane, our method
differs from conventional Mueller matrix imaging10–19 or
polarimetry imaging20 methods.
In ACOM, the optical properties of the sample support
– the anisotropic filter – cannot be ignored, in contrast
to microscopy techniques which use isotropic supports.
Before conclusions about certain optical and structural
properties of a given specimen can be drawn, a good un-
derstanding of the optical properties of the anisotropic
filter must be gained. Good understanding must also be
gained about how these images change in the presence
of a specimen. For example, for a given anisotropic fil-
ter, it is crucial to measure the actual Mueller matrix
images of the anisotropic filter with and without a cer-
tain specimen. Such understanding can be gained from
model calculations, on one hand, but also from experi-
mental observation on the other hand. As we will show
in this work, first, in ACOM the sensitivity to the pres-
ence of very small specimen is greatly enhanced compared
with conventional microscopy methods. Thus, one may
use ACOM for merely detecting presence of small (e.g.,
low-mass volume, highly transparent) specimen. Second,
because of the ellipsometric model principles, attempts
can be made to quantify the optical and structural prop-
erties of a specimen. The two arguments are the major
advances of the ACOM over existing microscopy tech-
niques. The concept of the instrumentation discussed
here, therefore, bears potential for new imaging modali-
ties in biomedical applications.
This paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II we de-
tail the principles of the ACOM concept, and the prin-
ciples for calibration, operation, and quantitative image
analyses for our ACOM instrumentation. In Sec. III we
describe a wavelength-tunable ACOM instrumentation.
In order to illustrate the operation and functionality of
our instrumentation, in Sec. IV we demonstrate measure-
ments on calibrated anisotropic filters with spatial pat-
terns on isotropic transparent substrates. We then show
and discuss images obtained after deposition of calibrated
amounts of few-nm-sized particles into the void spaces
of the anisotropic filter. We demonstrate the applica-
tion in imaging geometries where the object plane is lo-
cated within a microfluidic channel, we demonstrate use
in imaging chromatography, and we monitor the adsorp-
tion of few-nm-thick organic layers. Finally, we present
and discuss images obtained from mouse fibroblast cells,
which are cultured onto the anisotropic filter.
II. PRINCIPLE
?
FIG. 1: Principle of an anisotropic contrast optical micro-
scope in transmission configuration. The critical element is
the anisotropic filter (support of specimen) placed within the
object plane. Quantitative image analysis allows for deduc-
tion of up to 16 Mueller matrix element images. Ellipsomet-
ric model calculations of the Mueller matrix element images
permit quantitative analysis of specimen properties, which is
discussed in this work.
A. ACOM
The sample is illuminated under normal incidence as in
traditional compound microscopes but the image form-
ing light passages are polarization modulated (Fig. 1).21
ACOM exploits ellipsometric operation principles. The
principles are exploited for numerical inversion of the
recorded intensity modulations for each individual pixel
corresponding to a certain object area into Mueller ma-
trix data, or into a specific ellipsometric sample model
parameter.22 An ellipsometric image processing approach
allows to extract a set of non-redundant images, Mueller
matrix images, from sets of multiple intensity images ob-
tained under different polarization illumination and po-
larization detection conditions. The images contain up
to 16 generally independent images of the individual el-
ements of the Mueller matrix. The anisotropy variation
caused by the presence of the sample within the object
plane causes image contrasts in all 16 elements. The im-
ages reveal isotropic as well as anisotropic sample proper-
ties such as density and thickness, and birefringence and
dichroism.
B. Anisotropic Filter
The illuminating light is split into two eigen polar-
ization modes by the anisotropic filter, which interact
upon transmission or reflection with the specimen. The
eigen modes superimpose coherently afterward if the op-
tical path lengths through specimen and filter are small
against the coherence length. Depending on thickness,
density, refractive index, and extinction coefficient of the
specimen, as well as the specimen’s anisotropy, the re-
3?
FIG. 2: Cross-section high-resolution scanning electron mi-
crograph (SEM) images of slanted columnar thin films
(SCTFs) from cobalt, titanium, and silicon, on crystalline
silicon substrates. Scale bars are 500 nm. Similar SCTFs
deposited onto glass slides are used in this work to establish
the anisotropic filter in the ACOM instrumentation. See also
Fig. 7. Image reprinted from Ref.24 Reprinted with permis-
sion from American Institute of Physics.
combined light represents a slightly altered state of po-
larization relative to light that passes the anisotropic fil-
ter only, or light that passes the anisotropic filter and a
different part of the specimen with different properties.
The differences in polarization state cause the anisotropy
contrast within the Mueller matrix images.23 If the op-
tical properties of the anisotropic filter are well known,
attempts can then be made to analyze the anisotropy
contrast within the Mueller matrix images, by search-
ing quantitatively for optical properties of the specimen
using ellipsometric model analysis procedures.
C. SCTF
In this work, we have selected an anisotropic filter,
which consists of nanoscopic, regularly shaped struc-
tures, which are arranged into a columnar thin film
with highly coherently ordered nanostructures, and with
a collective, slanted columnar direction. Such films,
known as slanted columnar thin films (SCTF) possess
strong anisotropic properties, which include birefringence
and dichroism. Typical examples are shown in Fig. 2.
SCTFs can be deposited by glancing angle deposition
from a large variety of elemental and compound materi-
als, such as Ti, Si, Al, Co, Ti2O, Si2O, Al2O3, etc.
25–36
A subsequent deposition of a conformal, ultra-thin layer
of metal-oxides, for example, by atomic layer deposi-
tion can modify the surface chemical properties of the
SCTFs, and render them chemically inert under normal
ambient.37 The SCTFs used in this work possesses shape-
induced birefringence,38,39 which is schematically shown
in Fig. 3(A). The anisotropy is also crucially dependent
?
FIG. 3: Schematic presentation of shape-induced anisotropy
in SCTF (A), which serve as anisotropic filters in the ACOM
instrumentation. Changes of the shape-induced anisotropy
caused by partial screening of the electric field, for example,
due to immersion of the SCTF in a dielectric medium (B),
and/or upon subsequent attachment of small molecules (C),
or formation of coherently shaped overlayers (D). In each sce-
nario, the dielectric polarizability for electric field polariza-
tion perpendicular to the columns is modified while the di-
electric polarizability parallel to the columns remains nearly
unaffected. In these scenarios, the amount of anisotropy is
changed within the SCTFs.
on the fraction of the intercolumnar spacing as well as the
diameter of the columns. The thickness of the SCTFs can
be kept small against the wavelength at which the ACOM
instrumentation may operate. Typically, the SCTFs are
mostly empty, with ≈ 75% of void fraction.40
D. AB-EMA
For a SCTF, which renders a highly ordered topog-
raphy of anisotropic inclusions the Bruggeman effec-
tive medium approximation41 can be modified by in-
troducing depolarization factors LDn,j (j = a, b, c) along
each of the three major SCTF optical polarizability axes
(a, b, and c) for the nth component (See, for exam-
ple, Refs.35,40,42,43). The depolarization factors render
the now anisotropic polarizability-describing inclusions
as ellipsoidal.44 Thus, three effective dielectric function
components, each averaged over the respective polariz-
ability axis, are determined. The anisotropic Brugge-
man effective medium approximation (AB-EMA) equa-
tions for m constituent materials are:
m∑
n=1
fn = 1, (1)
m∑
n=1
fn
εn − εeff,j
εeff,j + LDn,j (εn − εeff,j)
= 0, j = a, b, c, (2)
where εeff,j is the effective dielectric function along the
jth axis, εn is the bulk dielectric function of the nth
constituent material, and fn is the volume fraction of
the nth material.35,40,42,43,45
4E. Screening
Figures 3(B)-(D) schematically depict scenarios of dif-
ferent modifications of the anisotropy of an SCTF, for ex-
ample during immersion within a liquid, or after attach-
ment of organic adsorbates. The modifications are due to
partial screening of the anisotropic polarization charges
within the columnar structures. In general, attachment
of dielectric or conductive materials onto the colum sur-
faces and/or inclusion of material into the intercolumnar
void space changes the anisotropic optical constants. We
have previously demonstrated that SCTFs can be used to
sensitively detect attachment or desorption of very small
amounts of organic substances within the empty space of
SCTFs.43,46–48 The extreme sensitivity to such small at-
tachments originates from the fact that generalized ellip-
sometry is extremely sensitive to small changes in cross-
polarization properties of thin films and surfaces.49
F. Ellipsometry
Principles of Mueller matrix ellipsometry are used in
this work for image generation from series of measured
intensity images. The Stokes vector S description is used
here within the traditional p-s coordinate system.50 For
the ACOM instrumentation the interaction of light is
considered for normal incidence only, and the plane of
incidence is not defined. However, we assign a fixed
direction within the instrumentation as the p direction
by choice of parameters. All images are lined up with
the p-s-coordinate system, and the optical axes of the
anisotropic filter are set relative to p. The real-valued
4 × 4 Mueller matrix M describes the change of electro-
magnetic plane wave properties (intensity, polarization
state),51,52 expressed by a Stokes vector S, upon change
of the coordinate system or the interaction with a sample,
with an optical element, or any other matter :9,53
S
(out)
j =
4∑
i=1
MijS
(in)
i , (j = 1 . . . 4) , (3)
where S(out) and S(in) denote the Stokes vectors of
the electromagnetic plane wave before and after the
change of the coordinate system, or an interaction with
a sample, respectively. Note that all Mueller ma-
trix elements presented in this work are normalized by
the element M11, therefore |Mij | ≤ 1 and M11 =
1. Experimental determination of the Mueller ma-
trix, or selected elements of the Mueller matrix is often
termed generalized (Mueller matrix) ellipsometry,9,53–59
or Mueller matrix polarimetry.51,60,61 Numerous ap-
proaches exist.9–16,18,20,61–78 Important characteristics of
a given instrumental approach is the incorporation of two
sets of light polarization and polarization mode phase
shifting components. Such can be selected from sets of
linear and circular polarizers, for example. Depending
on whether these elements are included or not, certain
rows and/or certain columns of the Mueller matrix may
not be accessible. In our instrumentation, the fourth
column is not accessible due to the lack of a second
compensator.9,79
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FIG. 4: Schematic presentation of best-match-model param-
eter image calculation using predefined sets of most likely
model scenarios. In (A), different scenarios of adsorbate at-
tachment within the open space of SCTFs are shown. In (B),
these scenarios are translated into multiple layer model calcu-
lations, for example, determining the adsorbate fraction (F,
F1, F2, ...), or thickness of an additional over layer (D1, D2,
...). In (C), image formation in the ACOM instrumentation is
shown schematically at the detector, where certain areas may
contain pixels with similar or equal information (I1, I2, ...).
Such may be collated into one effective pixel (“binning”), if
needed. For each effective pixel, model calculations may re-
veal sets of most likely parameters, for example, fraction F
and thickness D.
G. Image analysis
In ACOM, different types of images are determined:
(i) images of polarized intensities, (ii) images of Mueller
matrix elements, and (iii) images of ellipsometric model
parameters. Images (ii) are obtained through model cal-
culations from images (i). Images (iii) are either obtained
by model calculations targeting best-match to images (i),
or by different model calculations targeting best-match to
images (ii). Such model parameters are, for example, the
thickness of a thin layer, or the optical constants of a con-
stituent of the specimen, or structural parameters such
as azimuthal orientation of optical axes, etc. The spec-
imen under investigation can be modeled using a multi-
ple layer approach, where a stack of homogeneous layers
with assumed ideal, plane-parallel interfaces is located
on a substrate. Here the substrate material is consid-
ered transparent, and modeled with the refractive index
of glass (BK7).80 On top of the substrate the anisotropic
filter is modeled as an anisotropic thin film with thickness
dSCTF. The thickness of this layer dSCTF is chosen here
smaller than the wavelength, and may range from few
nm to few hundred nm. A second layer may be consid-
ered for dielectric or absorbing specimens, which are sup-
ported by the anisotropic filter. This second layer may
be anisotropic as well, if the specimen is anisotropic. A
4×4 matrix formalism is then used.55,56,81 Data analysis
requires nonlinear regression methods, where measured
and calculated data are matched as close as possible by
varying appropriate physical model parameters.57 Thor-
ough discussions of proper data modeling in ellipsometry
can be found in the literature, for example, reviews are
provided in Refs.9,82–85
In Fig. ??A, scenarios are shown when individual
molecules adsorb within the open space of the SCTF, or
partially within and outside, or completely fill the void
5fraction. The best-match-model comprises a set of pos-
sible model layer situations (Fig. ??B) for every pixel.
Certain pixels of the detector area may be collated into
one effective pixel (“binning”). For every effective pixel, a
certain number of possible model layer calculations may
be performed, and the best match model parameter(s)
may be decided as the most likely physical circumstance
of the image forming anisotropic filter properties. For
example, images can be obtained which contain the sur-
face volume-mass density of an organic adsorbate over an
area within the object plane.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Instrumentation description
The ACOM instrumentation presented here operates
in a polarizer–sample–compensator–analyzer configura-
tion. The polarizer, the compensator, and the analyzer
can be rotated by azimuthal increments. Hence, the
instrumentation provides images of Mueller matrix ele-
ments except for elements in the 4th column.9 The instru-
ment permits tunable wavelength ellipsometric measure-
ments in the wavelength range from 300 nm to 1000 nm.
In some cases, inclusion of data at more than one wave-
length provides additional information of the specimen
under investigation. Images when analyzed at multiple
wavelengths can improve uncertainty limits on model pa-
rameters obtained from data analysis. Variation of wave-
length could also be used to increase sensitivity to certain
model parameters, and which is not further discussed in
this work. For example, the sensitivity of the ACOM
instrumentation to the presence of small organic adsor-
bates in the open volume of SCTFs strongly depends on
wavelength, and which will be the subject of forthcoming
work. The experimental setup of the ACOM discussed
here is based on a normal incidence transmission arrange-
ment. Imaging of the specimen within the object plane
is performed using objective and tube lens arrangements
as discussed further below. A drawing of the ACOM in-
strumentation is shown in Fig. 5.
A 100 W mercury arc lamp is employed as the light
source (S). The light is passed through a dual-grating
imaging monochromator (M; Princeton Instruments sp-
150). The latter is equipped with two gratings blazed
for 500 nm, with 300 and 600 lines/mm, respectively.
Part S is directly mounted onto the monochromator en-
trance slit. The monochromatic light emitted from the
exit slit of the monochromator is then collimated by a
100-mm-focal-length, 1” diameter, achromatic-doublet-
collimation lens (L). A Glan-Thompson polarizer (P) is
used to control the incident polarization state. Rota-
tion of the polarizer P by azimuth angle θP is achieved
by a high-precision, motorized-rotation stage (Newport
RGV100BL). The same type of rotation stage is used
to support the sample stage (SA), which allows auto-
mated execution of ACOM data acquisition as a function
of sample rotation azimuth. The sample stage supports
the anisotropic filter. The anisotropic filter comprises
a transparent microscope slide (BK7) with a SCTF de-
posited onto one side, as shown in Fig. 3(A). The light
after interacting with the anisotropic filter/sample is then
collected by an infinity-corrected-microscope objective
(MO). The light is then passed through a compensator
(C), mounted onto the same type of motorized-rotation
stage as for parts P and SA (azimuth parameter θC). An-
other Glan-Thompson polarizer is used as the analyzer
(A). The analyzer is mounted into a manual-rotation
stage (azimuth parameter θA). Individual rays of light
that leave the object plane form an image on the detec-
tor (D) through an apochromatic tube lens (TL; Thor-
labs ITL200). The working distance of the tube lens is
148 mm. Detector D is established by a low-noise, charge-
coupled-device (CCD) camera (Photometrics Evolve 512
Delta). The magnification of lateral distances between
objects in the object plane (anisotropic filter) is a func-
tion of the magnification of the objective lens MO, and
which can be adjusted for a given experimental require-
ment by replacing MO with a different magnification.
Standard infinity-corrected objective lenses can be used.
During the adjustment, parts CCD, TL, A, C, and MO
are moved together along the optical axis to accommo-
date for the correct image position of MO relative to SA.
For this purpose, parts CCD, TL, A, C, and MO are
mounted onto a common rail. This rail is mounted onto
a base rail onto which all remaining parts are mounted
(Fig. 5).
B. Anisotropic filter
The anisotropic filter in the ACOM instrumentation
consists of a semi-transparent SCTF, which is deposited
by GLAD onto transparent microscope slides (glass sub-
strates). An in-house built GLAD deposition system
is used.34,35 The glass substrates are purchased from
Lakeside Microscope Accessories. The thickness param-
eters and the slanting angle of the SCTFs can be con-
trolled by growth conditions. Details of specific SCTFs
used in this work are described in the application sec-
tions further below. The SCTFs possess strong opti-
cal anisotropy, including a strong, wavelength dependent
dichroism and birefringence. The SCTFs are optically
anisotropic, and must be described by three effective ma-
jor optical constants.86,87 Generalized spectroscopic el-
lipsometry (GSE)54,68,88 is demonstrated as a suitable
approach to accurately characterize the anisotropic opti-
cal properties of SCTFs.86,87 A series of recent publica-
tions have reported on GSE investigations for a variety of
SCTFs prepared from dielectric, semiconductor, metal-
lic, and magnetic materials.24,37,40,89–94
C. Instrumentation calibration and operation
Figure 6(a) depicts a flow chart for operation of the
ACOM instrumentation. Initially, a wavelength is se-
lected. Prior to performing measurements a calibration
process is followed (see Sec. III C 1), Fig. 6(b). Once
the instrumentation is calibrated, a sample/specimen is
mounted onto the anisotropic filter. This process may
also involve a liquid or gaseous flow cell, for example in
a microfluidic device encapsulated between transparent
6?
FIG. 5: Technical drawing (to scale) of the ACOM instrumentation. Also indicated is the optical beam path. The instrument
is equipped with a short arc lamp as light source (S) and grating monochromator (M), which permits operation at tunable
wavelength in the range from 300 nm to 1000 nm. The system is further composed of a collimation lens (L), a polarizer (P),
a sample stage (SA), an infinity-corrected-microscope objective (MO), a compensator (C), an analyzer (A), a tube lens (TL),
and an imaging detector (CCD). Parts CCD, TL, A, C, and MO are mounted onto a common rail to allow for convenient image
position correction when MO is replaced for variation of focal length in order to obtain different lateral magnification.
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FIG. 6: Flow chart of the ACOM instrumentation data acquisition and calibration process. (a) Shows the basic ACOM
operation. (b) Summarizes the ACOM instrumentation calibration procedure. (c) Details the principle operation for ACOM
image acquisition. (d) Depicts the Mueller matrix element regression process for transforming ACOM images into Mueller
matrix images.
7glass slides (see sec. IVB). Then image acquisition follows
(Fig. 6(c)). This process is explained in Sec. III C 2. The
images can then be stored as the final result of the oper-
ation, or the images can be further analyzed by model
calculations. Figure 6(d) depicts one example, where
the images are analyzed by a best-match-model calcula-
tion to obtain the images of the Mueller matrix elements
(Sec. III C 3). At the beginning, all optical components
are physically aligned along the optical axis as accurately
as possible. Precision engineered common rails and ele-
ment supports ensure high mounting accuracy and sta-
bility.
1. Calibration
The goal of the calibration is to obtain best-match-
model parameters (calibration constants), which describe
the polarization properties of all polarizing elements
within the ACOM instrumentation. These parameters
are required during operation and image analysis of the
instrumentation. As the first step, the analyzer is set to
a fixed position. The polarization direction of the ana-
lyzer thereby sets the s direction, subsequently defines
the p direction, and hence inscribes the ACOM coordi-
nate system within which the obtained Mueller matrix
images will be cast.
a. Calibration model: A chain model of Mueller ma-
trices can be used to describe the detected intensity for
each pixel. The Stokes vector at the detector (CCD) in
Fig. 5 is obtained by the ordered product of the Mueller
matrices of polarizer MP, sample MS, compensatorMC,
and analyzerMA, and matricesR to account for azimuth
rotations9,82
ID0sD = MAR(−θC)MC(δ)R(θC)MSR(−θP)MPR(θP)ISsS, (4)
where the normalized Stokes vectors and the irradiance
at the source (detector) are denoted by IS (ID0) and sS
(sD), respectively, and:
Mi =
1
2


Xi,11 Xi,12 0 0
Xi,12 Xi,22 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 , (5)
MC =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 cos δ − sin δ
0 0 sin δ cos δ

 , (6)
R (θj) =


1 0 0 0
0 cos 2θj sin 2θj 0
0 − sin 2θj cos 2θj 0
0 0 0 1

 , (7)
MS =


M11 M12 M13 M14
M21 M22 M23 M24
M31 M22 M33 M34
M41 M42 M43 M44

 , (8)
where i=“P”, “A”. The parameters θj (j=“C”, “P”)
describe the azimuth orientation of compensator and
polarizer rotations.95 The parameter δ is the relative
phase shift (retardation) between fast and slow axes of
the compensator C, and which may depend on wave-
length. Parameters Xi,11, Xi,12, Xi,22 account for non-
ideality of P and A. For an ideal polarizing element,
Xi,11 = Xi,12 = Xi,21 = Xi,22 = 1. For a nonideal
polarizer, these parameters can be less than unity.
The polarization properties of the normalized Stokes
vector at the exit slit of the monochromator (source) are
described by chain multiplication of an ideal polarizer
and compensator Mueller matrix, and the Stokes vector
for unpolarized light:51
ISsS = MC,s(δs)R(−θs)MP,sR(θs) (1, 0, 0, 0)
T
, (9)
where θs denotes the source polarization azimuth, δs is
the source polarization phase shift, and T denotes the
transpose of a vector.
The signal detected at the CCD, ID0, may be affected
by a nonlinear detector response. Ideally, a detector re-
sponds to a linear increase in irradiance (power/area)
with a linear increase in electrical signal. The response
of a nonideal detector, ID, is described here as:
ID = (α+ βID0 + γI
2
D0)ID0, (10)
where α is the linear response coefficient, and β and γ
are the first and second-order nonlinearity correction co-
efficients of the CCD detector. Hence, ID0 in Eq. (4)
is replaced with ID. Note that we treat the response
of the detector insensitive to polarization. Parameters
to be determined during the calibration process (calibra-
tion parameters) are for polarizer and compensator: θj,0,
Xi,11, Xi,12, Xi,22, δ, for detector: α, β, γ, and for source:
θs, δs.
b. Calibration process: The signal is obtained by
measuring and recording intensity through the instru-
ment with the sample/specimen removed, either for all
pixels individually or averaged over certain pixel areas.
We use 140 × 140 pixels within the center area of the
available 512 × 512 pixels of the CCD camera. We as-
sume that all optical elements are homogeneous across
the relevant beam diameter. This is ensured by se-
lecting optical elements whose effective aperture is suf-
ficiently large compared to the effective beam diameter
8(≈ 10 mm). The relevant, or effective beam diameter cir-
cumscribes the area across which light entering the pixel
area of the detector is traversing all optical elements. It is
thereby also assumed that the detector response function
is equal for all pixels. The procedure must be repeated
for every wavelength at which the instrumentation is used
to obtain Mueller matrix images, and parameters are de-
termined as a function of wavelength. In an improvement
step, a refined procedure may repeat the calibration de-
scribed here by allowing the process in Fig. 6(b) to be
evaluated for every pixel individually, and by determin-
ing all calibration parameters as a function of pixel index.
Such a procedure is not performed in this work.
Initially, element C is removed. In this first step, an
initial, best estimate for the angular azimuth parame-
ters of the polarization directions for P relative to A
as well as for the fast and slow axis orientations of C
is obtained. Then, the azimuth angle parameters are
θi = θi,0 + θi,m (i=“P”, “C”), where θi,m is the angular
increment progressed by the motorized stages, and θi,0
is the offset angle. P is rotated in increments of 2◦ from
0◦ . . . 180◦, and the signal is recorded versus θP . A sim-
ple minimum-search procedure then allows to identify, as
an initial, best estimate, the offset angle θP,0. Next, C
is inserted into the system. The polarizer is then posi-
tioned at θP = 90
◦, that is, nearly crossed to A. Then, C
is rotated step-wise in increments of 2◦ from 0◦ . . . 180◦
and the signal is recorded as a function of θC. When the
fast axis of C is aligned parallel with the polarization di-
rection of P, the state of polarization of light transmitted
through P and C remains unaffected (“nulling position”).
Hence, a simple minimum search procedure then allows
to identify, as an initial, best estimate, θC,0. Then, the
calibration continues with acquisition of intensity data as
a function of θP and θC, for θP = 0
◦ . . . 180◦ in 3◦ incre-
ments, and for θC = 0
◦ . . . 180◦ in 10◦ increments. The
list of ID(θP, θC) with 120×36 data points (sets) is stored,
and then analyzed by a best-match model parameter cal-
culation. Experimental and calculated data ID(θP, θC)
are compared, and parameters θj,0, Xi,11, Xi,12, Xi,22, δ,
α, β, γ, θs, and δs are varied until best match is obtained.
A weighed error sum is used, where systematic exper-
imental uncertainties values are incorporated into the
numerical regression algorithm. As a result, the best-
match-model calibration parameters are obtained with
numerically estimated uncertainty limits.
2. Image acquisition
A list of i settings for polarizer (θP) and compen-
sator azimuth (θC) positions, F[i, θP,i, θC,i], is determined
(Fig. 6(c)). This list may contain large numbers of en-
tries, N . A priori, no criterion exists which settings to
include. In general, an experiment should cover as much
as possible of the two-dimensional area in θP and θC,
and in sufficient detail. Hauge, and Jellison and Modine
suggested a Fourier analysis, and minimum settings were
discussed which must satisfy the Nyquist criterion.62,65,69
Model calculations predicting the shape of ID(θP, θC) for
a given anisotropic filter and specimen may help identify-
ing best conditions. Such conditions are when ID(θP, θC)
reveals strongest changes with placement of the sam-
ple/specimen. See Sec. IVB for a discussion of suitable
settings in a specific case. Acquisition of N images is
then performed by detecting and storing images of the
CCD detector, which may be addressed by pixel argu-
ments 1 . . . k . . . 512 and 1 . . . l . . . 512, and stored for each
setting of θP and θC prescribed within the list F, respec-
tively. For each image, the experimental uncertainties
for each pixel is stored as well. The experimental un-
certainties are determined as the systematic error of the
pixel values delivered by the CCD camera. Typical ac-
quisition time for one single image is 10 ms. Typical
times for performing a set of images in a list such as
F[i, θP,i, θC,i = 3θP], with increments in P by 3
◦ over one
full rotation, is 45 s.
3. Mueller matrix regression
After successful calibration, and after image acquisi-
tion, images ID(θP, θC) can be analyzed using Eqs. (4)-
(10). All Mueller matrix elements of MS are consid-
ered as model parameters. For each pixel Eq. (4), with
all necessary calibration parameters, is used to calculate
ID(θP, θC) for all polarizer and compensator settings pre-
scribed in list of sets F[i, θP,i, θC,i] (Fig. 6(d)). The calcu-
lated and experimental data are compared. A regression
analysis procedure is used to minimize the mean square
error function (MSE), which is weighed by the experi-
mental uncertainties for each data point. In the regres-
sion procedure, only the Mueller matrix elements of the
sample/specimen are varied. The result of the regression
procedure is the set of images of Mueller matrix elements.
4. Ellipsometric model parameter regression
Images ID(θP, θC) can be analyzed using Eqs. (4)-(10)
with all Mueller matrix elements in MS obtained by us-
ing an ellipsometric model calculation. In the ellipso-
metric model calculation, the Mueller matrix elements
are calculated using multiple layered models. An exam-
ple is discussed above in Sec. IIG. Hence, one can obtain
images of model parameters, for example, thickness of
layers, index of refraction of layers, etc. Mueller matrix
element images can still be obtained, but these calcu-
lated images then contain the constraints of the physical
model used for their calculation. The best-match-model
parameter images can be very useful when basic parame-
ters such as thickness or surface mass area density are of
primary concern. The advantage lies in the substantial
reduction in number of images for the sample of interest,
for example, one surface area mass density image versus
11 Mueller matrix images.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We present demonstrations of the ACOM instrumen-
tation for its performance to measure Mueller matrix im-
ages of calibrated, patterend anisotropic filters. We dis-
cuss lateral resolution calibration on well-characterized
95 mm 1 mm 400 nm
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FIG. 7: (a) Photographic image of a patterned Si-SCTF sam-
ple deposited using silicon onto a transparent (BK7) micro-
scope slide. SEM images shown in (b) abd (c) are taken over
the surface area of the patterned Si-SCTF sample. The slant-
ing (SD) direction is indicated in (b). The patterned areas
act as anisotropic filters with calibrated lateral extensions,
and serve for calibration of the lateral ACOM image scales.
features of anisotropic materials. We demonstrate detec-
tion of ultra-thin-layer formation within calibrated areas
of anisotropic filters within a liquid cell. The process
of organic and inorganic layer attachment onto SCTFs is
well characterized in previous work.37,43,46–48,91,92,94,96,97
From our previous results, we derive here a new sen-
sitivity limit for laterally-resolved detection of surface
mass density with our ACOM instrumentation. We then
present a quantitative measurement of laterally-resolved
surface mass density of titanium dioxide nanoparti-
cles dispensed within predefined areas of a calibrated
anisotropic filter. Deposition of the nanoparticles is
made with a commercially-available, volume-calibrated
nanoplotter instrumentation. Hence, we compare quan-
titative measurements obtained with the ACOM instru-
mentation and the exact density of nanoparticles dis-
persed onto the sample surface. We finally demonstrate
the ACOM instrumentation for imaging of test dye chro-
matographic flow separation, and for imaging of living
cells, which are cultured onto the anisotropic filter.
A. ACOM on patterned anisotropic filters
Anisotropic filters (Sec. III B) with calibrated, pat-
terned areas are prepared by photolithography. A pat-
terned mask for exposure of photoresist is fabricated, and
the photo-resist is deposited and exposed prior to GLAD
deposition. The GLAD process deposits SCTF using sil-
icon (Si). After Si-SCTF deposition and removal of the
photo-resist only Si-SCTFs within the patterned area of
the photo-resist layer remain. Figure 7 depicts exam-
ples of laterally scaled Si-SCTF deposited onto a glass
substrate. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images
are used to obtain lateral dimensions of the patterned
Si-SCTF areas, and to reveal their homogeneity. The ar-
rangement of the slanted columns within the Si-SCTF
areas is equal to those reported previously. Each “N
shaped” area is 1 mm×1 mm in lateral dimension. The
nominal thickness of the Si-SCTF film is 500 nm. The op-
tical properties of the Si-SCTF are determined from sim-
ilar Si-SCTF deposited without masks, and characterized
by GSE at multiple, oblique angle of incidence measure-
ments as discussed previously.37,43,46–48,86,87,91,92,94,96,97
From these investigations, the optical response of the Si-
SCTF in normal transmission can be predicted.
ACOM measurements are performed with the slant-
ing direction (SD) at φ=20◦ azimuth with respect to
θA = 0 of A. Figure 8 depicts the Mueller matrix im-
ages of the patterned SCTF in Fig. 7. The area shown
here is 1.23 mm×1.23 mm, and which is centered onto
one N shape for convenience. The entire field of view is
1.68 mm × 1.68 mm. The Si-SCTF converts p polar-
ization into s polarization, and vice versa. This results
in non-zero, off-block-diagonal Mueller matrix elements
M13 = M31, M23 = M32, M42. Figure 8 also depicts
calculated images using the AB-EMA model approach
discussed in Sect. II D. The model and best-match model
parameters used for this calculation were obtained from
a separate Si-SCTF grown under the same growth con-
ditions as the sample in Fig. 8(b) but without pattern-
ing, and analyzed by GSE. No actual best-match model
analysis is performed for the ACOM images. The model
parameters are summarized in the caption of Fig. 9.
The agreement between the experimental and calculated
ACOM images is excellent. In the calculated images, the
outer boundary dimensions were taken from the SEM im-
ages in Fig. 7. We observe a very good agreement among
the lateral dimensions between the experimental and cal-
culated Mueller matrix images. Hence, we suggest the
use of patterned anisotropic films for quantitative cali-
bration of lateral scales as well as for testing the scales
of Mueller matrix values.
B. ACOM detection of small molecule adsorption
In this section we demonstrate the detection of ultra-
small amounts of organic adsorbates and their lat-
eral distribution within and across the anisotropic fil-
ter in the ACOM instrumentation. Surfactants such
as cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) are useful
for nanoparticle synthesis,98 and for detergent applica-
tions, for example.99 CTAB adsorption onto Ti-SCTF
and flat surfaces was measured recently using a combi-
natorial quartz crystal microbalance dissipation (QCM-
D) and GSE approach by Rodenhausen et al., where de-
pending on the packing density bi-layers with thickness
of about 4 nm form conformal across the surface of either
the SCTFs or flat substrates.43,100,101 We discuss in this
section current limits of detection (sensitivity) for such
small organic adsorbates in ACOM.We demonstrate that
few femtogram (fg) per square micrometer (µm2) sensi-
tivity is reached with our current instrumentation, and
we compare this limit with typical limits for QCM-D.
Figure 9 depicts calculated and experimental ACOM
data for a single group of signal (single group of pixels, or
one single pixel) comparing the effect of the adsorption of
CTAB onto either a Si-SCTF deposited on glass, or onto
a bare glass substrate. We show the original experimen-
tal data here, that is, the measured intensity data. In this
presentation, the effect of a change in sample properties
can be seen in the most pristine form. Note that Mueller
matrix data cannot be directly measured in our instru-
mentation, and are the result of a data model regression
analysis. A single group of signal, ID(θP, θC = 3θP), is
depicted versus polarizer azimuth. At each azimuth set-
ting of P, the azimuth orientation of C is three times the
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FIG. 8: (a) ACOM Mueller matrix images of a patterned Si-SCTF sample obtained from Mueller matrix regression of polarized
images. (b) Best-match ellipsometric model calculated ACOM images. The ellipsometric model includes the glass slide and the
Si-SCTF. The AB-EMA model is employed to calculate the anisotropic optical properties of the Si-SCTF. The pattern shape
is taken from a calibrated SEM images shown as inset in the top row. The lateral extensions of the SCTFs within the N SEM
image are exactly in agreement with those in the Mueller matrix images. The Measured Mueller matrix values are in excellent
agreement with the model calculations (Field of view: 1.68 mm×1.68 mm; presented area: 1.23 mm×1.23 mm; λ = 633 nm;
MO: infinity-corrected Nikon CF Plan 5x/0.13na; object image area per pixel ≈ 3.3×3.3 µm2).
setting of P. Hence, the group of signals can be plotted
as a single graph. The data shown are differences taken
from the group of signal before and after the deposition
of CTAB. The ACOM data are obtained from within a
liquid cell, which is described further below.
Figure 9(a) depicts measured intensities using the
ACOM instrumentation combining three pixels into one
group of intensity data. The measurements were per-
formed once after the cell was filled with pure water, and
a second time after replacement of the fluid with 2.5 mM
solution of CTAB. From the 2.5-mM-CTAB solution a
homogeneous CTAB thin film forms over the glass sur-
face as well as over the SCTF covering its slanted columns
coherently. The two groups of pixels were obtained from
a sample region without SCTF, and a region with STCF.
The data from the bare glass surface represent the detec-
tor noise in this experiment, which means that the few-
nm-thick organic overlayer cannot be detected. On the
contrary, the modulation detected over the SCTF pixel
area follows a distinct pattern, which can be well repre-
sented by the ellipsometric model (Fig. 9(b)), and which
permits quantitative evaluation of the amount of CTAB
adsorbed within the SCTF. While the presence of CTAB
on the bare glass slide cannot be verified at normal inci-
dence using ellipsometric principles, its presence is con-
veniently measurable by using the anisotropic filter. The
signal difference depicted in Figure 9(a) for glass is what
a traditional imaging Mueller matrix microscope would
report, where the organic overlayer remains literally in-
visible. However, the use of the anisotropic filter, and
the detection of the polarization modulation clearly re-
veals the presence of the adsorbate. Figure 9(a) provides
experimental proof of the enhanced contrast obtained in
ACOM towards ultra-small amount of an organic speci-
men.
Figure 9(b) shows calculated intensity differences for
the SCTF upon CTAB adsorption using ellipsometric
models.43,100,101 The model and model parameters are
given in the caption of Fig. 9. The model calculation fol-
lows previously discussed best-match-model ellipsomet-
ric approaches for quantification of the adsorption of
thick CTAB, using a liquid cell and GSE at oblique an-
gle of incidence, both onto isotropic surfaces and onto
SCTF.43,100,101 The agreement between experiment and
model is excellent. The resulting best-match-model pa-
rameter is the fraction, or surface mass density, of CTAB
within the combined pixel area, and which is discussed
further below.
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FIG. 9: Single-group, combined-few-pixel (“binned”) ACOM
data ID(θP, θC = 3θP) shown as differences for a bare glass
substrate and glass with Si-SCTF, with and without ultra-
thin (2 nm) organic overlayer of cetyltrimethylammonium
bromide (CTAB). (a) Measured intensities depicted as dif-
ferences before and after CTAB adsorption. λ = 470 nm. (b)
Comparison between the experimental and best-match model
calculated data for the CTAB adsorption onto the SCTF. The
combined-few-pixel data are taken from ACOM images, which
result in the Mueller matrix images shown in Fig. 10. Model
and model parameters used here and in Fig. 10(c): ambient
water (dielectric constant ε = 1.7734), Si-SCTF (d = 500 nm,
fSi = 23%, ε = 13.5599 + i0.4522), glass (ε = 2.31) with or
without a 2 nm thin film of CTAB (ε = 2.25) covering con-
formally the columnar surfaces of the Si-SCTF. The 2 nm
coverage corresponds to approximately 10% CTAB volume
fraction within the Si-SCTF. (A conversion chart is given in
Ref.43, Chapter II.7.)
Figure 9(b) also serves as a good example to highlight
the importance of choices made for list F[i, θP,i, θC,i],
that is, the individual polarizer and compensator set-
tings at which images are to be acquired. For the sit-
uation discussed in this present example, sufficient set-
tings of P must be included so that positions where max-
imum changes upon adsorption occur can be detected.
For certain applications, in the ACOM instrumentation,
the number of required settings in list F[i, θP,i, θC,i] may
be substantially reduced if the anticipated process is well
understood, for example, observation of adsorption or
desorption of small amounts of organic or inorganic sub-
stances. Reduction of list entries reduces measurement
time as well as image analysis computation time.
For the purpose of imaging the CTAB attachment
an in-situ flow cell is constructed. The cell consists of
a microscope slide with SCTF, and a transparent gas-
ket forming a flow channel over the SCTF. The slide is
patterned with a 500-nm-thick Si-SCTF, analogous to
Sec. IVA with the difference that the N-shaped regions
in this experiment are 350 µm×350 µm in lateral dimen-
tion. The gasket is made from transparent Polydimethyl-
siloxane (PDMS). The gasket is prepared in a cylindrical
glass mold with depth of 10 mm and cast area diameter
60 mm. A Si-wafer is attached to the bottom of the mold
which determines the bottom surface of the gasket with
very low roughness. Centered onto the Si-wafer’s surface
is a 40-µm-high ridge with lateral dimensions of 15 mm ×
5 mm. Once poured into the mold and polymerized, the
PDMS gasket is removed and placed onto the microscope
slide forming a microfluidic channel (Fig. 10(a)). Two
metallic 0.65 mm-diameter stainless-steel syringe needles
are inserted through the top of the gasket at the edges
of the channel, thereby producing simple inlet and outlet
ports to a fluid control device. A programmable syringe
pump (New Era Pump Systems, Inc.) pulled solutions
through the liquid cell. A HVM-Hamilton valve is used
to control the flow. The cell formed thereby possesses
an open volume of ≈ 3µl over patterned Si-SCTF in-
side the microfluidic channel. CTAB is purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich, and 18.2 MΩcm water is obtained from a
Barnstead Nanopure water purification system. The flow
cell is placed in the ACOM instrumentation with the Si-
SCTF slanting direction at 45◦ with respect to A, and
the working distance of MO is set to the top of the glass
slide with the patterned Si-SCTF. Water is introduced
from its respective reservoir to the flow cell at a flow rate
of 15µl/hr. After reaching stable flow, ACOM measure-
ments are performed at λ = 470 nm. The flow is then
switched from pure water to 2.5 mM CTAB solution at
the same flow rate. After a period of at least twice the
expected time for the CTAB solution to completely fill
the cell, a second ACOM measurement is performed. All
data sets are then transformed into Mueller matrix im-
ages, and the Mueller matrix images are presented here
as differences between those taken after CTAB exposure
subtracted by those obtained at pure water flow. These
images are shown in Fig. 10(b).
The ACOM Mueller matrix element difference images
reveal changes in all at locations of the N-shape SCTF
areas within the flow channel. It is noted that small
amounts of liquid leak under the PDMS gasket, hence
small traces of changes in SCTF areas can be detected
outside the channel. Furthermore, we also detect a gra-
dient in changes across N shapes towards the center of
the channel, which may be due to gradients in flow ve-
locity across the channel. The ACOM difference images
can be analyzed by ellipsometric models, in particular
the AB-EMA model discussed in Sec. II D is exploited
here. Based on a knowledge of the dielectric constant at
λ=470 nm for amorphous Si ε1 = 13.5599+ i0.4522, pure
water ε2 = 1.7734, and the organic layer ε3 = εCTAB =
2.25, Eq. (1) can be solved for the volume fraction of the
organic layer, f3 = fCTAB. The latter can be used with
parameters dSCTF = 500 nm, and adsorbate density ρads
= 0.93 g/ml for calculation of the surface mass density
of organic adsorbate onto the SCTF, ΓGE.
43,46 A best-
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FIG. 10: (a) Single ACOM instrumentation image, ID(θP = 0
◦, θC = 0
◦), of the transmission flow cell, which comprises a
transparent PDMS gasket adhering to the surface of a patterned Si-SCTF on glass (Similar to those shown in Fig. 7 with
the difference that the N-shaped regions in this experiment are 350 µm×350 µm in lateral dimension). The line of the gasket
forming the channel is indicated. The flow direction is indicated. The gasket is placed directly onto the Si-SCTF/glass surface.
(b) Depicts experimental ACOM Mueller matrix images shown as difference between images obtained within the flow cell
after exposure to 2.5 mM-CTAB solution and obtained before with pure water only. The Si-SCTF slanting direction is 45◦
towards analyzer A. The image list F contains N = 360 entries, where θC = 3θP, and θP is moved from 0
◦ to 360◦ in steps
of 1◦. (c) Shows the CTAB surface mass density obtained as best-match-model parameter from analysis of images shown in
Fig. 10(b). The noise level in Fig. 10(c) is estimated at about 0.33 fg/µm2, which represents the detection limit of the ACOM
instrumentation in this configuration. (Field of view: 3.57 mm×3.57 mm; λ = 470 nm; MO: infinity-corrected Olympus Plan
N 2x/0.06na; object image area per pixel ≈ 7×7 µm2).
match-model regression is performed for every pixel, and
an example for one pixel within the Si-SCTF is shown
in Fig. 9. For every pixel, fCTAB is determined, and
then fCTAB is plotted versus pixel coordinate. Repeating
the described procedure for each pixel, a spatial distri-
bution of ΓGE is evaluated, the result of which is shown
in Fig. 10(c) for an excerpt of the image area centering
on one N shape.
The amount of attached CTAB detected in this ex-
periment is equivalent to the amount of attachment ob-
served in non-imaging in-situ transmission GSE experi-
ments through a similar flow cell with Ti-SCTF described
by Rodenhausen et al.43 In their experiment, a com-
mercial spectroscopic ellipsometer was used to determine
the anisotropy changes of a Ti-SCTF upon exposure to
2.5 mM CTAB. It was determined that approximately
20×10−15 g (fg) per µm2 had attached. However, this
experiment was performed by averaging over approxi-
mately an area of 3–5 mm in diameter. It is worthwhile
to compare the surface mass-per-area detection limits of
our current ACOM instrumentation with, for example,
QCM-D. The QCM-D technique is commonly used for
quantitative determination of the mass-per-area adsorp-
tion of small organic molecules onto the QCM-D sen-
sor surface, specifically within liquid environment.102,103
One may discuss the noise level, which must be over-
come to register the adsorption event. A definition of
a minimum detection signal could then be suggested as
the threefold of the signal-to-noise distance required to
trigger detection, for example. For QCM-D instrumen-
tation, typical resolution limits for frequency shifts of
the QCM-D sensor surface in liquid environments due
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to mass-per-area attachment is on the order of ± 0.1
Hz with approximately one order of magnitude better in
normal ambient or vacuum.102 This leads to sensitivity of
few hundreds of pg/cm2. For example, a recent study of
aptamer DNA sensor performance obtained sensitivity
of 0.1 ng/cm2.101,103 However, this needs to be related
to the active sensor area in QCM-D. In contemporary
equipment, this is a circle with ≈ 1 cm2 area. A ho-
mogeneous coating over the area is needed for accurate
results. Hence, an estimated 500 pg are needed in total
for QCM-D detection. With the ACOM we demonstrate
attachment of 20 fg/µm2, and we estimate the current
noise limit at 0.33 fg/µm2 (Fig. 10(c)). Hence estimat-
ing the current ACOM instrumentation minimum cur-
rent detection limit at 1 fg/µm2, and with the current
resolution of ≈ 7×7µm2 per pixel (object area imaged
onto one single pixel), a total minimum mass of ≈ 49 fg
is detectable per pixel. This constitutes an improvement
of ≈ 10,000× in sensitivity towards mass detection for
the ACOM instrumentation over contemporary QCM-D
instrumentation. Note that increase in lateral resolution
by use of higher-resolving objectives will further increase
the sensitivity. QCM-D instrumentation cannot deter-
mine the lateral surface mass density distribution across
the sensor surface. ACOM instrumentation is capable of
spatially resolving the quantity of organic layer adsorbed
along the surface of a SCTF. Perhaps more important,
very small amounts of organic adsorbates can be detected
when the imaged attachment area can be restricted, by
microfluidic arrangements for example, to few square mi-
crometers only.
C. ACOM nanoparticle detection
Titanium dioxide nanoparticles (nTiO2) are cur-
rently the most extensively manufactured engineered
nanomaterials.104–106 Soil contamination is a growing
concern, and thus the detection of nanoparticles is of
contemporary interest.107 Here we present detection of
nTiO2 using the ACOM instrumentation, where nTiO2
are infiltrated into the anisotropic SCTF. Anatase nTiO2
stabilized by polyacrylate sodium are purchased from
Sciventions, Inc. The average particle diameter is 5 nm.
A nanoplotter instrumentation (Nanoplotter 2.0, GeSIM)
is used for accurate and controlled infiltration of nTiO2
into patterned SCTF. The patterned Si-SCTF are pre-
pared as in the previous paragraphs. The dimension of
the N shape is 1 mm × 1 mm. A solution with concen-
tration of 1.5 mg/µm3 of nTiO2 is used for printing. 120
drops with individual volume of 1 pm3 are dispensed onto
12 spots (10 drops each) along the center line of a pat-
terned Si-SCTF sample (Fig. 11(b,c)). The total mass of
nTiO2 dispensed thereby is 177 ng. ACOMmeasurement
are performed 30 min after the solution is dispensed, and
the solvent is evaporized. The azimuth orientation of the
Si-SCTF sample is set to 45◦ with respect to A. Images
are taken at λ = 633 nm, and shown in Fig. 11(a).
A linearization approach is implemented for a sim-
plified ellipsometric model analysis of the ACOM im-
ages. For small changes of volume fraction of adsorbed
nanoparticles within a Si-SCTF the off-diagonal-block
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FIG. 11: (a) ACOM Mueller matrix images of a patterned
Si-SCTF after deposition of 177 ng of anatase TiO2 nanopar-
ticles. (Note the different color scales for each panel.) The
image list F contains N = 360 entries, where θC = 3θP, and
θP is moved from 0
◦ to 360◦ in steps of 1◦. (b) A Nanoplot-
ter instrumentation is used to dispense the nanoparticles with
average diameter of 5 nm in solution on 12 locations along the
center line within the N-shaped Si-SCTF. (c) Depicts a single
ACOM image ID(θP = 0
◦, θC = 0
◦). (d) Shows the nTiO2
surface mass density distribution obtained from ellipsometric
model analysis of the ACOM Mueller matrix images. The
Si-SCTF slanting direction is 45◦ towards analyzer azimuth
orientation A. (Field of view: 3.57 mm×3.57 mm; presented
area: 1.2 mm×1.2 mm; λ = 633 nm; MO: infinity-corrected
Olympus Plan N 2x/0.06na; object image area per pixel ≈
7×7 µm2).
Mueller matrix elements change linearly, which can be
verified by AB-EMA model calculations. Important in
this evaluation is the fact that areas in the N-shape can
be identified which are unaffected by nTiO2, and which
can be used as the zero-point for the linear extrapola-
tion (regions of no mass attachment). This is possible in
this experiment because of the “coffee-mug-stain-effect”
seen in Fig. 11(c), where the solution of nTiO2, which
is nanoplotted into the SCTF does not disperse through-
out the entire N-shape area due to fast evaporation of the
solvent. This process can be well controlled by choice of
drop size, solvent, and nanoplotter repetition time. Be-
cause the exact optical constants for nTiO2 are unknown,
we use the unknown but assumed linear relationship be-
tween variations in Mueller matrix elements M23 = M32
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and nTiO2 fraction across the N shape. In order to deter-
mine the linear scale factor, and because the total mass
of nTiO2 within the N shape as well as the N-shape area
are known, we determine the average over all changes
in M23,32 within the N shape. This value determines ex-
actly the value at which half of the total mass per surface
area is located. Hence, the color image scale bar code for
M23 can be substituted, and the scale value of M
av
23,32
then equals exactly one half of the total mass per total
area of the N shape. Then, the same color scale renders
the spatial distribution of the surface mass distribution
of the nTiO2 across the N shape. This result is shown in
the image in Fig. 11(d).
D. ACOM observation of lipophilic test dye
transport in SCTF
SCTF as anisotropic filters in ACOM can be used for
both imaging and in chemical separations through the
use of ultra-thin layer chromatography (UTLC).108–113
In this case, the surface and structure of the SCTF is ex-
ploited as a stationary phase110,114 that could be used for
the retention and resolution of applied target analytes.115
The combination of this chromatographic technique with
ACOM permits for the simultaneous separation and de-
tection of targets during their separation on the SCTF
support. Detection in this case is based on the imaging
of the anisotropy changes within the anisotropic filter.
Initial studies with this system were conducted by us-
ing a series of colored and lipophilic dyes as model ana-
lytes (i.e., test dye mixture III, CAMAG, CH-4132 Mut-
tenz 1, Switzerland). The SCTF was prepared on a glass
substrate by using GLAD deposition to produce SiO2
columns with the lengths of 2.5-3.0 µm. These columns
were then coated with an ultra-thin layer of alumina that
was deposited by using ALD, as described in Ref.37. The
mobile phase that was used in these studies was a 4:3
mixture of toluene and n-hexane (purchased from Sigma
Aldrich), which is known to allow a separation for many
of the same dye components on a traditional alumina
support for thin-layer chromatography.116,117 Approxi-
mately 90 nL of the test dye mixture was applied as a spot
to the SCTF serving as a UTLC plate and allowed to dry
at room temperature. This plate was then placed into an
enclosed glass chamber, placed into contact with the mo-
bile phase through wick flow and allowed to develop for
approximately 30 min. Within that time period, move-
ment of the dyes was confirmed through visual inspection
while movement of the dyes was also recorded through
the ACOM imaging system (Fig. 12). Mueller matrix
data suggested that within 6 minutes the dye was com-
pletely transferred across the SCTF. Figure 12 depicts
the time evolution of the dye transort and separation,
visualized here by difference data between data taken at
the beginning of the separation and data taken at later
points in time. In the lateral cross sections, positive data
(∆M22) indicate SCTF regions where dye is removed,
while negative data indicate regions where dye is enter-
ing. As time progresses, one can identify the initial nearly
Gaussian-shaped transport front separating into multi-
ple fronts corresponding to the test dye mixture spotted
onto the SCTF. A separation of the dyes into overlap-
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FIG. 12: ACOM Mueller matrix differences ∆M22 (left col-
umn: surface images; right column: line cross sections) of
a separation of lipophylic dyes into overlapping bands of a
patterned SiO2-SCTF. Data are plotted as differences be-
tween time T0 and data taken at subsequent time intervals
of 45 sec. The initial dye location (left side of each graph)
continuously moves towards the right while separating into
individual bands. The image list F contains N = 120 entries,
where θC = 3θP, and θP is moved from 0
◦ to 360◦ in steps
of 3◦. (Field of view: 2.4 mm×2.4 mm; λ = 633 nm; object
image area per pixel ≈ 4.7×4.7 µm2).
ping bands was observed within a travel distance of only
5-6 mm, indicating that both chromatographic separa-
tions and imaging are possible with ACOM. This may
lead ACOM towards a new approach in UTLC: imaging
chromatography.
E. ACOM imaging of living mouse fibroblast cells
In this application, SCTF fabricated from titanium
onto glass microscope slides are used for image living cells
by the ACOM instrumentation. To date, fluorescent mi-
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FIG. 13: (a) ACOM Mueller matrix images of mouse fi-
broblasts cultured onto 110-nm-thick Ti-SCTF on microscope
glass slides. The Mueller matrix values within every block of
5×5 pixels are averaged (binning). The scale of each im-
age is rescaled by subtracting the mean, taken for a Ti-SCTF
25×25px area away from the cells, Mavij from every image pixel
point. The Ti-SCTF slanting direction is 45◦ towards A. The
image list F containsN = 120 entries, where θC = 3θP, and θP
is moved from 0◦ to 360◦ in steps of 3◦. (b) Depicts a graphi-
cal representation of a cell situated within Dulbeccos Modified
Eagles Media (DMEM) on top of the Ti-SCTF (not to scale).
(c) Shows a single ACOM image ID(θP = 0
◦, θC = 0
◦). (Field
of view: 108.94 µm×108.94 µm; λ = 633 nm; MO: infinity-
corrected Olympus ULWDMSPlan 80×/0.75na; object image
area per binned 5×5 pixels ≈ 1.1×1.1 µm2).
croscopy techniques, such as confocal microscopy, provide
ample details on cell and subcellular components, such
as fluorescently-labeled cellular features, organelles, or
molecular factors (e.g., proteins or nucleic acids), but also
require destructive manipulation of the cell by means of
staining and fixing procedures. The approach presented
here using the ACOM instrumentation permits an alter-
native modality for noninvasive probing of cellular fea-
tures and cell-material interactions. This approach may
be useful for evaluating biomaterial interfaces (e.g., in
terms of biomolecule adsorption or cellular adhesion), as
well as cellular features (podia or intracellular features),
which could have applications in drug and gene deliv-
ery, sensors and diagnostics, medical devices and tissue
engineering. In contrast to traditional microscopy tech-
niques, where cells are commonly imaged on flat sub-
strates, in the ACOM instrumentation, the nanostruc-
tured, anisotropic filter enhances the contrast to image
cells. The cells may either be attached to the SCTF or
in its close vicinity. The SCTF itself may also provide
extracellular cues to the cells,97 which could be analyzed
through ACOM.
The Ti-SCTF are prepared as described previously, ex-
cept these are not patterned. The thickness of the Ti-
SCTF is 110 nm. The Ti-SCTF is sterilized by immersing
in 200-proof ethanol, followed by transferring the sam-
ple to a sterile laminar flow hood to air-dry. Then, the
sample was rinsed twice in 1X phosphate buffered saline
(PBS), followed by the application of a 10 µg/ml solution
of fibronectin protein (FN) dissolved in PBS to coat the
Ti-SCTF sample with a layer of FN extracellular matrix
protein to enhance cell adhesion.97 After 90 min in FN so-
lution, the sample is rinsed with 1X PBS and NIH/3T3
mouse fibroblasts (cultured in Dulbeccos Modified Ea-
gles Media (DMEM), supplemented with 10% fetal calf
serum and 1% penicillin/streptomycin) are then seeded
at a concentration of 50,000 cells/ml and cultured in an
incubator for 24 h at 37◦C in 5% CO2 atmosphere. On
the following day, the sample is transferred to a 10 cm2
Petri dish containing warm media and placed onto the
sample stage of the ACOM instrumentation. The ACOM
Mueller matrix images are shown in Fig. 13(a). The
Mueller matrix values within every block of 5×5 pixels
are averaged (binning). Figure 13(b) shows a schematic
drawing of a cell located ontop of the Ti-SCTF. A sin-
gle ACOM image is also shown at ID(θP = 0
◦, θC = 0
◦)
in Fig. 13(c). The Mueller matrix images reveal the lo-
cation and distribution of the cell across the surface of
the anisotropic filter. Ellipsometric model analysis meth-
ods will be developed in order to differentiate between
changes observed due to interaction of the cell with the
Ti-SCTF, and in order to quantify, for example, surface
mass density and partial infiltration (e.g., focal adhesion)
of the cell within the Ti-SCTF. We also expect that the
cell may affect the local orientation of the slanting an-
gle of the columnar nanostructures due to interaction of
the cell with the surface of the substrate. While this is
the topic of future work, we believe that the images pre-
sented here demonstrate an alternative imaging modality
for cell studies. The ACOM instrumentation also offers
an interesting approach to study protein and cellular in-
teractions on nanoscale features.
V. SUMMARY
We described a setup to obtain polarized microscopic
images of specimen placed within the object plane of a
traditional microscopy setup. We have augmented linear
polarizers and one compensator to determine the Mueller
matrix elements of the object plane using ellipsometric
principles. In particular, the novelty of our instrumen-
tation consists of the use of an anisotropic filter, which
is placed within the object plane. The anisoptropic fil-
ter used here consists of highly-ordered nanostructured
thin films prepared by glancing angle deposition, slanted
columnar thin films. We described theoretical model ap-
proaches to calculate the effect of the anisotropic fil-
ter onto the formation of images. We presented ap-
16
proaches for calibration and for operation of the instru-
mentation. We demonstrated the instrumentation and its
performance by measuring the amount of attached mass
per surface area for ultra-thin, organic overlayers within
the anisotropic filter, by measuring the distribution of
nanoparticles, by observing the transport and separation
of test dyes and by observation of living cells cultured
onto the anisotropic filter. We believe that the approach
described in this work will become a useful technique for
the study of interaction and presence of organic and in-
organic substances with anisotropic and nanostructured
substrates.
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